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Series sweep

Share the love

UCF moves up in C-USA standings
with sweep of Houston. -SEE sPoRTS,.As
,

UCF groups unite to
show the earth some
love -SEE NEWS,A2
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UCF details conservation.plan
Administration striving for sustainability .
MOLLY HAYS

Doyoutryto

Contributing Writer

•

ent discusses role of
niinorities in engineering
by 'nita Frett

~ehocide Awareness
ptoject comes to UCF
by egan VanWaus
•1

·,,

UCF's new Climate
Action Plan details the road
to meeting President John
Hitt's promise of a climate
neutral UCF by 2050.
The 28-page plan focuses on education. minimization of the campus environ-

conserve energy?
www.UCFNews.com

mental footprint and
advancement of research in
green industries. The main
points of education focus
on educating students and
the community about their
environmental impact and

creating solutions.
Campus sustainability
spotlights conservation
through energy efficiency,
which will be achieved
through diverse methods.
One key point is campus
commuting.
The research portion of
PLEASE SEE

SUSTAINABILITY ON A4

KATIE DEES / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Recycling is one method UCF will use to become climate neutral by 20S0•

SG~Senate meeting
live log and Tweets
by A ley Carnifax &
J~Riley

On ~riday:
SGM Presidential Debate

Faculty given

Uncover Thursd

options for
-Haiti relief

co erage induding live
biogs, yideos, phofos and
ana!}'sis
by ~hley Camifax &
Jeffrey Riley

.,

Global Pers~ves
hosts·discussion on
China/Taiwan relations

Staff can donate long-term
NICOLE GAUZENS

by Viloc Pham

Contributing Writer

On Sunday:

Rosen Campus hosts film
screening and food tasting

I

by Molly Hays

'\

Chi Om~a sororiJ:y
hosts SK run for ctiarity
by Nicole Lauber

Breaking
news on
your cell

>,•

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

. LOCAL~ STATE,A2

GIRL BEATEN ON
FILM,STUDENTS
WATCHED ATTACK

In the secondofour2-partseries, we take alookatsome
of the beststories from the/ate-nightshift. Checkout the
eventful hazynights ofthe 2.am.-shfftemployees from
The Pita Pit, Steak nShake and Taco Bell

Vote for Orlando's best
food &entertainment
Meet the Future staff in front of the
Student Union on
Wednesday, Feb. 24 and ·
March 3to pick up aballot
for Orlando's Finest. Vote for
your favorite restaurant, bar,
club, golf course and much more.

AROUND v\MPUS,A2 ·

DISCUSSIONS ON THE
TOPIC OF PEACE,
CHINA AND TAIWAN
)

Minxin Pei, author of the book
China's li'apped Transftion: The
limits ofDevelopmental Autocracy,

)

~

•

will be hosting a discussion about
relations between .China and
Taiwan.

FREE SHOWING OF
THE RAMEN GIRL AND
NOODLES
The Rosen College ofHospitality
Management is hosting afree film
screening of the movie The Ramen
Girl, on Saturday. After the film,
there will be afree sampling of
different ramen noodles.
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Amother is demanding answers
from a South Florida high school
where video shows her daughter ·
being attacked by another student
while others watched the beating
and filmed it on their cell phones.

·Student fighting deadly disease
LINDSAY DECARLO
Contributing Writer

Shea Smith entered her
first semester of graduate
school at UCF optimistic
about a career in the hotel
industry.
Now her aspirations have
been put on hold indefinitely
as she struggles to find a way
to fund the surgery she needs
to save her life.
Smith, 24, has been diagnosed with Adolescent Idiopathic Condylar Resorption. a
disease that disintegrates the
jaw joints and can be fatal
without treatment.
''When I got my diagnosis,
I knew what I was up against,"
Smith said. "The fear of the
unknown was gone, which
was a relief: As I learned what
AICR was and the extent and
cost of the surgery, it was just
a lot to take in."
Smith led a healthy
' lifestyle, but she realized

UCF faculty and staff now have the option to
contnbute long-term relief to Haiti A new payroll deduction plan, which runs from February
until December, offers faculty and staff the ability
to contnbute more money during a
longer period of time.
According to UCF News &
Information. the money will be
donated to three outside Haiti relief
funds: the American Red Cross, the
Clinton Bush Haiti Fund and the
Harris Rosen Foundation Haiti _._.____,_
Relief and Sustainability Efforts.
Harms
Faculty and staff are able to
make one-time contributions to these funds or
pledge a specific amount from each paycheck
until their goal amount is reached.
"It was suggested to us that, boy, it would be
really nice, instead of just having to write one
check, if there was a way we could just painlessly
take it out of our pay;' said Al Harms, who is the
chairman for Task Force H.O.P.R

ADOLESCENT IDIOPATHIC CONDYLAR RESORPTION
Idiopathic condylar resorption is aspecific condition that affects the jaw joints
(temporornandibular joints or TMJs) and most commonly occurs in teenage
girls. It sometimes has been referred to as"cheerleaders syndrome," because it
frequently occurs in teenage girls participating in sports activities which,
through minor or major trauma to the jaws, can initiate or exacerbate the
condition.
- BAYLOR UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER

something was wrong when
she began experiencing constant headaches, jaw pain,
neck pain, eye pain and eventually could only eat soft
foods.
Smith said she was originally diagnosed with TMJ disorder, a more mild condition.
Because of her misdiagnosis,
she went without proper
treatment for many years,
allowing the AICR to advance
in severity.
The disease can eventually
cause airways to be completely blocked, according to Dr.

Larry Wolford, who works in
the Baylor University Medical
Center in Dallas.
To avoid this deadly symptom, Smith needs extensive
surgery to implant a prosthetic joint.
The surgery will be performed by Wolford, who
discovered AICR and is considered the foremost expert
on the condition.
Smith is already undergoing preparations for the surgery. Smith said she must
PLEASE SEE

STUDENT ON A3

HARMS ON A6

Painted bras uplift
cancer awareness
MEGAN VANWAUS
Contributing Writer

The UCF's women's studies department will
be painting the ~own pink this spring.
"Pink Art" is an exhibit for breast cancer
awareness that will run from March 18 to April
10. Hosted at the CityArts Factory in Downtown
Orlando, the gallery will consist of pieces of art
ranging from paintings to hand-decorated bras
with ilie unifying theme of breast cancer awareness.
"Let's stop the hush-hush about cancer," said
Maria Cristina Santana, the program director of
women's studies. "Let's celebrate it and decorate
it."
It is with this in mind that Santana turned the
idea into a reality. The main attraction will be
the use of bras as canvas. Artists are
encouraged to turn the female
undergarment into a work of
art.
'We are looking for
models and mannequins to display
the bras on opening night," Santana said.
Opening
night will bf
held during
the Downtown Arts
.,
District's
''Third
Thursday
Gallery

~-

......

PLEASE SEE
COURTESY MARIA CRISTINA SANTANA

GALLERY

The exhibit will be held at the CityArts Factory.
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AROUND

CAMPUS
News and notices for

the UCF community
On the topic ofTaiwan
Minxin Pei, a leading
expert on China and
author of the book
China's Trapped Transition: The Limits of Developmental Autocracy, will
be hosting a discussion
about relations between
the People's Republic of
China and the city-state
Taiwan.
The discussion will be
today from 3 p.m. until
4:30 p.m. in the Student
Union Cape Florida Ballroom.
The event is hosted by
the Global Perspectives
Office.

Film screening and noodles
The Rosen College of
Hospitality Management
is hosting a free film
screening of the movie
The Ramen Girl, starring
Brittany Murphy.
There will be free samples of ramen noodles, as
well as other demonstrations of Japanese cultures
and lifestyles.
The event will begin at
2 p.m. in the Darden Auditorium and is first come,
first served.
Following the film will
be a ramen tasting in the
Disney Dining Room.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines

you may have missed

Girl beaten on film at school;
students watched attack
HOMESTEAD - A
mother is demanding
answers from a South
Florida high school where
video shows her daughter
being attacked by another
student
Lawanna Cooper says
her 17-year-old daughter
was beaten by a classmate
while other students
watched on Feb. 9. The
attack was caught on a cell
phone video camera. The
video shows other students
laughing while they
watched the beating.
Cooper says she asked
officials at South Dade
Senior High School in
Homestead about the
attack and where school
security was at the time.
She said they told her they
didn't know.
A 16-year-old girl has
been charged with felony
battery and was suspended for 10 days. The arrest
report says the school's
surveillance cameras also
captured the beating.

.
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UCF organizations
join forces to save
Earth's resources

11,e Stuclent Newspaper at IKFsince 1968

.
.
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MEGAN VANWAUS
Contributing Writer
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Love was in the air last week
during Have a Heart for the
Earth, a series of nine events
devoted to saving the earth.
The week was sponsored by
I.D.E.A.S., the Student Government Association, the Body of
Animal Rights Campaigners,
Eco-Advocates, "Black, Gold and
GREEN''andUCFLan~cape&
Natural Resources.
The week of action led up to
Saturday's Cocoa Beach cleanup
and protest against offshore oil
drilling along Florida's coast.
The week began Feb. 8 with
Meatless Monday, a day when
participants
chose
only
vegetarian and vegan meals. Benefits of going meat-free include
lowered carbon enuss1ons,
improved personal health and
fewer dollars spent
Tracy Wtlk, an SGA environment and sustainability specialist, has been working with campus vendors and SGA to promote
the national ''Meatless Monday''
campaign.
"Not eating meat each Monday will unify the students while
helping lower carbon emissions;•
Wtlksaid
The all-day event will be held
each Monday. Wtlk is also working on providing monetary
incentives for those who participate, such as price-reduced vegetarian meals, a free drink with a
purchase and more.
Bikes Save C02nsequences,
an event held by I.D.E.A.S., was
Monday afternoon at Lake
Claire. A team of bikers rode
around campus and down
Alafaya Trail to bring awareness
to alternative clean forms of
transportation, CO2 emissions
and current climate legislation in the Senate.
This was the
organization's
third bike
at
rally
UCF for
the
national
C02nse-
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The (enrro/ Flofida Future is the independeo1, studentwritten newspaper at the UniveisiJY of Central Florida.
Opinions in the Future are tho,~ of the individual
columnist and not necessarily those ofthe editorial staff
or the University administration. Allaintentis property
of the Cenrro/ ilorido Future and may not be reprinted in
part or in whole without pennissioo from the publisher.
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News: Production Editor

Members of 1.D.E.A.S. ride their bicydes along Alafaya Trail during Bikes Save C02nsequences an
event to promote alternative dean forms of transportation.
'

Bianca Fortis x213

_,_,_ I J •

News.CFF@gmail.com

quences campaign.
As the group rode on, about 10
bikers not affiliated with the rally
joined the group, totaling about
35 riders and three skateboarders.
"It's important to come
together like that," said Meghan
E.yan, the organizing and plan~ coordinator for I.D.EAS. "It
inspires everyone to get involved
on campus, just by a simple act of
riding around and chanting on
bikes."
On Feb. 10, UCF's animal
rights organization, BARC, hosted a vegan "Sweets and neats"
potluck at Lake I.D.EAS. BARC
offered vegan cupcakes and
other treats as I.D.EAS. hosted a
Jake .cleanup.
"Green Our Roofs" was held
Feb.11 from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. outside the Facilities and Safety
complex. Volunteers helped put
together plots for the green roof
on the new LEED-certified Physical Sciences building.
Mother Nature didn't share
the love Friday, leaving the
planned UCF Gardens First
Birthday rained out. The event
was to be held at the Arboretum·
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Despite the rain, members of
I.D.EAS. still came
out and planted·
morethan40
plants. .

The birthday celebration has
been postponed until this Friday.
Students can spend the day
volunteering in the Arboretum's
organic garden and have the
opportunity to take home produce.
"Saturday was probably the
best day of the week's events,"
said Chris Castro, the co-founder
and president ofl.D.EAS. "It was
a freezing day, and we thought
nobody would come, but we
ended up having a great turnout,
and it was a beautiful day:•
A group of 15 I.D.EAS. members joined more than 150 other
protesters at Lori Wtlson Park in
Cocoa Beach on Saturday to support Hand. Across the Sand, a
movement · devoted to raising
awareness about pending Florida
legislation to drill for oil in Florida's coastal waters.
More than 10,000 people on
various Florida beaches also
joined han& forming lines in the
sand against oil drilling.
Protesters wore dark clothing to
look like an oil spill over the
beach. A fly-over was planned in
order to truce photos or video of
the protest to be sent to senators.
"[Oil drilling] will affect
tourism, the environment and
marine-life," Castro said. ''.And
we came to get the message to
legislatures that we're
not down
with
this:'
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LET US KNOW
The Future is working
to compile information
about organizations and
events in the UCF community for our calendar on
UCFNews.com and the
Around Campus section of
the paper.
If you know of any
information you or your
organization would like us
to include, send an e-mail
to Events.CFF@gmail.com

•
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11825 High Tech Ave. Ste. 100
· Orlando, FL32817
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LOCAL WEATHER
TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:
Zero percent chance of

SUNNY

High:61°
Low:39°

rain. West northwest wind around
13 mph.
Tonight: Cloudy into the evening.
West northwest wind around 8
mph.

(~

Friday

Hig~:57°

SUNNY

Low:38°

./':.."

Saturday

High:69°

PARTLY CLOUDY

Low:46°

--~
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One free copy of the Central Florida Futul!'
pennitted per issue. If available, additional
copies may be purchased from our office with
prior ~pproval for $1 each. Newspaper theft
rs a cnme. Violators may be subject to civil
and criminal prosecution and/or
University discipline.
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LIVE ACTION -PACKED
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LIVE SEASON - Feb 19th -Apr 10th
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and 1:00 Sundays
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Student granted

medical leave

• I

;
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FROM A1

travel to Dallas. The procedure itself will talce
more than seven·hours,
and the recovery period
is expected to take at least
one year.
Because of the extensive and delicate nature
of the surgery, the cost is
high.
"The surgery is
expected to cost Shea
more than $150,000,"
Jennifer Manis, a UCF
graduate and a longtime
friend ofSmith's, wrote in
an e-mail interview.
Manis has made it a personal mission to aid in the
fundraising for the procedure.
During her undergraduate career at UCF, Smith
was active in intramural
sports and spent her free
time establishing a nonprofit organization called
Recycled Reading that
,delivered more than
6,000 books to local children.
"Shea is a very giving
person," Manis said. "She
would never ask for help
unless it was totally necessary."'
To help raise awareness about Smith's disease, Manis cr~ated a
Web site, www.sheasmith-C!>rg, which depicts
Smith's daily struggles
and illustrates the extent
of the condition and
treatment.
Additionally, there is a
Facebook page where
friends have shown support and qffered donations.
Manis is working
with other UCF students and friends of
Smith's to organize a
campaign for awareness
and to help raise money

,)

.)

..,

,,

;,

.

for the surgery.
'We're thinking about
selling
wrist-bands,
shirts, stickers and maybe
balced goods to raise
money," Manis said.
''Right now, we are talcing
donations on the Web
site, but we are always
looking for other ways to
raise more."
Smith said the efforts
from her friends and family have helped her
through the process by
providing the moral and
financial support that she
needs.
Smith started graduate
school in fall 2009 studying human resources, but
she quickly realized she
would have to talce a
medical leave of absence
to treat her condition.
''For me, this was one
of the hardest parts of the
experience, because it
really means life is going
to be on hold for a while,"
Smith said. "I asked my
surgeon what he thought,
and he told me there was
no way I could continue
school"
According to the UCF
College ofGraduate Studies, when awarded a medical withdrawal, a student
receives a full refund for
the classes enrolled in
and a waiver from academic penalty on grades.
Smith said she is optimistic for her future after
surgery. She hopes to
return to UCF in good
health in the future to finish her master's degree.
"I am most hopeful
that I will be able to go
back to my normal life,"
she said. "I am normally a
very busy person and
being sidelined has been
dreadful I just hope to be
able to live a happy and
healthy life."

Selling team pitches victory
MARIA AYALDE

program, and this year is
no different. Still, the tryouts were open to everyone, and out of the 20 that
applied, seven seniors
made the cut.
''If we could have talcen
more we would've," said
Cynthia Gundy, faculty
adviser to the program. "It
was hard picking the
seven."
Gundy said that they
were limited to those
seven students because of
budget and because it is
harder to manage a larger
team. She said that she is
very confident in this
year's team because of the
students' dedication.
"I feel like we have one
of the strongest teams
we've ever had," she said.
"There have been no
bumps in the road. It's
been a super smooth
process."
The team sends two
members to the actual
competition to represent
the university at the
NCSC. The other rive
members of the team
serve as alternates, prac-

Contributing Writer

The UCF Sales Team
has been preparing for the
National Collegiate Sales
Competition for almost
five months. The competition will be held March S
through March 8 at Kennesaw State University.
For up to five hours a
day the team goes through
sales drills and fictional
sales pitches in order to
keep up the UCF tradition
of placing in the top ten
since it started in 2002. ·
"It's something that we
talce
very
seriously
because we feel that we're
holding the weight of the
university's reputation in
our hands," said Charlie
Bateh, senior marketing
major and team member.
"It's not just for us. We
really do have a sense of
pride when it comes to
representing UCF."
Bateh said that the sales
team is usually made up of
members
from
the
Marketing department's
professional
selling

ticing with the competitors and helping them
with constructive criticism.
"When you are competing at this level, you
need a higher level of
competition to practice
with," said Bateh. 'We give
[the competitors] complex scenarios to enhance
them."·
Senior Tyler Wilson is
one of the two students
chosen to compete. He
said he not only feels the
pressure as one of the only
two representing UCF, but
also the expectation to
perform at the already set
standards.
"It's hard to live u_p to
the name," Wilson said. "I
want to bring home some
hardware for UCF."
Wilson said that winning, or at least placing,
would be the proof they
need to show that they
lived up to the standards
set in past years.
'We are trying to develop that brand," he said.
"It's all about brand recognition."

Wilson said he is confident because of all the
training they have put in
and the analyzing of other
competitors' strategies
they have done. Winning
isn't everything to him,
but he is sure the team has,
and will continue to put in
all the effort it can, he said.
"Regardless of the outcome, we know we put in
everything we can," he
said. "We did everything
we knew we could."
The competition is
sponsored by a number of
companies such as Liberty
Mutual, Dell, Edward
Jones and AT&T.
Professional representatives from the companies serve not only as the
fictional buyers of the
product Netsuite, which
the students have to sell,
but some also go as
recruits, analyzing the
next possible staffers for
their companies.
"It's a phenomenal
opportunity," Bateh said.
"We are really going to
compete in a higher echelon of students."

RAMI ROTLEWICZ / CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE

The UCF Sales Team consists of (back row) Matt Hall, Charlie Bateh, Ryan Chu, Tyler Wilson and (front row) Emily Vurnakes,Anne Bodiford and Jacqueline Herrera.

HPV Fact· #10:

The treatment for genital warts
can be a painful process and
can involve cutting, freezing, or
·burning the warts.
.

.

HPV Fact #17:

Even after treatment, genital warts
can come back. In· f9ct, 25% of
cases come back within 3 months.

Why risk it
Visit your campus health center.
0MERCK
Copyright C 2010 Merck & Co., Inc.
All rights l'llS8Mld. Pl1nled In USA.
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Sustainability director focusing on education
FROM

Al

the plan highlights product,
method, technology and
policy research as tools in
advancing sustainability
beyond the campus community.
The plan requires that
all new buildings be LEED
certified and all old buildings will be cycled through
improvements to meet
LEED certification.
Additionally, by midsummer, UCF will host an
E85 pump - a pump with
fuel that is 85 percent
ethanol - to fuel the campus vehicle fleet. The E85
station has already been
designed and is in the
process of securing funding.
David Norvell, the
director of Sustainability
and Energy Management
at UCF, said that although
the plan is being called
ambitious, it is not impossible.
"We just don't know
what the future is," Norvell
said. '~d a lot of things do
depend on funding. But
we've made tremendous
inroads into this thing.
Based on the recent past, I
would say I'm very optimistic that we're going to
achieve our goal before the
deadline."
The plan also includes
building a compost center
to work in conjunction
with the existing recycling
center.. This will result in
no more than 25 percent of
campus-produced
non
recyclables being sent to
the landfill
Caroline Pollifrone, a
senior interdisciplinary
studies and environmental
studies major, is also the
founder arid ptesident of
RACOON Recycling, a
recycling coalition that
started last April between
UCF Recycles and offcampus
student-based
apartments. The club is

currently in the process of
becoming an officially recognized student organization.
Pollifrone
said
RACOON is a great illustration of the collaborative
effort that will be required
to reach climate neutrality.
"I think that the Climate
Action Plan is very practical, because it's a multifaceted design," Pollifrone
said. "It requires a collective effort of the UCF community to obtain the goals
of becoming more sustainable. I just like the fact that
it involves the faculty, the
staff and the whole UCF
community."
Although
Pollifrone
makes a conscious effort to
conserve water and electricity, she said changing
the mindset and patterns of
students to offset their carbon output might be difficult simply because of the
sheer size of the UCF stu-·
dent population.
"I've encountered people that are opposed to (the
green movement] but simply because I don't think
they understand it well
enough," Pollifrone said.
"It's almost like they feel
like someone's trying to tell
them what to do, and I
think the premise of the
Climate Action Plan is to
educate. So hopefully that
will change some people's
minds:'
The College Republicans are often seen as having an anti-green mindset,
but according to the UCF
chapter's chairman, that's
not necessarily true.
"People do have the misconception that Republicans are anti-environment,
anti-going green ... and
that's simply just not true,"
said Ryan Dougall, a senior
Radio/Television major.
''What it boils down to is
that a majority of the GOP
and Republicans believe
that as long as it doesn't

increase unnecessary costs
to taxpayers, that's where
the issue comes up,"
Dougall said. "No one is
against helping the environment, no one is against
preserving our natural
resources, it's just about the
way we go about doing it -·
In the university's case,
what's the burden going to
be placed on students?"
Highlights for the education aspect include the
creation ·of a sustainability
minor and graduate program, as well as a requirement that by 2014 all graduating students will have
engaged in 15 · hours of
· applied learning pertaining
to sustainability and the
community.
"I think the greatest
opportunity we have to
advance the ideas , of
sustainability is through
energy efficiency right
now;' Norvell said.
Norvell said the five
main steps in achieving cli-

mate neutrality are: energy
conservation, energy efficiency,
fuel-switching,
renewable energy production and artificial means
that include renewable
energy credits.
Norvell said UCF has
made great strides in working on the first three steps,
but the last two are still
being either studied or tested in trials.
"I'd like to see more of a
change
in
mindset,"
Norvell said.
The constant change of
students can sometimes
create a problem of backtracking in developing a
sustainable mindset, but
Norvell views this as an
opportunity.
"We can impact those
students in those four
years, and they can take
those lessons learned with
them for the rest of their
life ... and continue to make
a difference wherever they
go," Norvell said.
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The Department of Sustainability and Energy Management, top, and recyding,
above, are two parts of UCF's plan to achieve climate ne~ality by 2050.
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Harms looking to coordinate trips to Haiti
FROM Al

The Healing, Outreach,
Partnership and Education
task force is a volunteer
organization of UCF students, staff; faculty and
administrators who wish to
aid in relief projects in Haiti.
The task force was
appointed by President John
Hitt to focus UCF's efforts
and contributions in Haiti.
'We made a decision to
pick three funds that we
thought were pretty universal," said Harms, the vice
president of Strategy, Marketing, Communications &
Admissions at UCF. 'M of
the fundraising agencies that
are credible suggested that
we select funds that are
established. that have a network that could get aid reliably to Haiti, and also that
they had a proven track

record of good accounting
practices and that the money
goes where it's said it's going
togo."
Harms said that the task
force chose the Red Cross
because it was well-established and a "no-brainer," the
Clinton Bush Haiti Fund
because it was nationally
focused and the Harris
Rosen fund because one of
UCF's own trustees headed
up the fund
"He jumped up and made
a commitment of $250,000,"
Harms said, "and he also
made a promise that there
would be no overhead Every
single penny that was donated would go to the relief
effort itsel.t:"
Some of UCF's faculty
and staff have already given
aid and have said that they
will not participate in the
payroll deduction

"Me and my wife gave
immediately to UNICEF,"
said Doan Modianos, the
associate vice president of
StrategicPlanningmUCR
He said they trusted
UNICEF and trusted that
their funds would send the
most relief to Haiti.
He also said that he and
his wife continued to give
independently, including
watching the benefit concert
!'Hope for Haiti Now'' and
buying the album from
.
iTunes.
Though he is not planning to participate in the payroll deduction. he said he
encourages his colleagues to
give to relief efforts.
Richard Gilson. a professor in the Psychology department and program director
for applied and experimental
human factors, said he
already contributes from

every paycheck to a schol- had the chance to give or looking to Haiti's future
arship fund. He has his who are unable to write a and the rebuilding of the
country.
largecheckatonetime
reservations about Haiti.
It had a donation drive
"Some people, instead
"That would not be
something I would do, per- . of writing that big check, with Harvest Time Intersonally," he said '½.s to could give $20 a payday or national, in cooperation
Haiti, per se, I think it whatever they wanted to with Volunteer UCF, and it
should be individual, and do," he said 'We thought plans several more for the
we do as much as we can in we could set it up for peo- future. Additionally, the
that area, but I wouldn't see ple who wanted to do task force plans to bring
it as a payroll deduction something on a more volunteer groups into Haiti
in the future to help clean
You may not like that, but enduring basis."
Harms cautioned peo- up and rebuild
that's what I think."
'We
will
either
John Walker, a professor ple who are looking to
in the Anthropology donate to funds to outside strengthen and/or expand
relief teams that will partdepartment, said his family relief efforts.
plans out their giving
"Just be careful," he said ner with some organizaahead of time, especially in "Some charities have a tion in Haiti, and go down
very high overhead, and and help," Harms said.
the past few years.
"I guess rm in favor of upwards of 50 percent of "Official trips that would
this;' he said "I don't have your donation could end be sanctioned by the unianything against it But that up supporting the organi- versity are going to be put
doesn't mean that it's going zation and not really sup- on hold. at least until the
to fit into the budget that porting the people that State Department says it's
they're purporting to help." safe to go down there
I've already planned out"
The payroll deduction _ again"
Harms said that he's
Until then. Task Force
happy that people gave to plan is one effort in UCF's
outside efforts and that the long-term goals to aid in RO.P.E. is holding benefit
dinners and food drives to
payroll deduction option is the rebuilding of Haiti.
Task Force H.O.P.E is help the citizens of Haiti.
for people who have not
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Gallery exhibit encourages student contributions
FROM

Al

Hop" on March 18 from 6
p.m.to9p.m.
''.As a nonprofit ourselves, we are excited to
help other nonprofits,"
said Shanon Larimer,
executive director of the
CityArts Factory.
CityArts Factory offers
parking validation when
using the Plaza parking
garage located on Court
Street between Church
and Pine streets, bringing
the cost ofparking to only
$4 for the entire night. .
CityArts Factory will
also have available hors
d'oeuvres, beer, wine and
live entertainment. The
Pink Art exhibit will be
held in the Orlando Magic
Foundation classroom,
which also acts as a free
studio space to artists
who wish to use it.
Santana said she hopes
to have a big turnout at
the gallery opening and
receive a lot of entries.
"Students are our
strength," Santana said

goodie bags with items related to breast cancer awareness and prevention.
Mediums of art entries
can include photography,
poetry, paintings, mixed

Though the event is
open to all artists, Santana
said having students'
work will not only bring a
new perspective to the
issue, but can benefit students' futures.
"Being included in a
gallery is always a nice
line on a resume," Santana said
Artists will receive an
in-kind donation tax
deduction letter from the
UCF Foundation Inc. for
the cost of materials.
The exlnbit is open to
all artists and entry is free.
The art should reflect
women's empowerment
and should be respectful
of women. Health, wellness, breast cancer and
awareness are all fitting
themes.
Artists will be donating
their work for a silent auction during the event. All
proceeds will be shared
between UCF Women's
Studies Program scholarship fund and the Keep a .
Breast Foundation, who
will also be providing

COURTESYMARIACRISTINA SANTANA

Bras, used as canvas for art, will be displayed at the Pink Art exhibit, March 18
through April 10. Submissions, induding d.ecorated bras, are still being accepted.

media, graphics, etchings,
woodcuts, serigraphs, drawings, pastels and functional
work such as jewelry, furniture, clothing and, of course,
bras.

The deadline for entry is
February 25 at 5 p.m. There
is a four-entry limit. Submissions
should
be
dropped off at the Women's
Studies Program office at

Colbourn Hall Suite 411
between 8 am. and 5 p.m.
CityArts Factory is located at 29 S. Orange Ave. and is
open Tuesday through Saturday from 11 am. to 6 p.m.
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UCF 68 HOUSTON 65
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BIG MAC ARRIVES AT CARDS
SPRING TRAINING FACILITY
JUPITER, Fla. - Mark McGwire has
made his first appearance at spring
training.
The St. Louis Cardinals' new batting
instructor showed up early on
Wednesday, the report date for pitchers
and catchers. McGwire arrived at Roger
Dean Stadium shortly after 10 a.m.
toting a couple of bags and asking
assembled reporters''Where do I go?"
Though he asked one question he
didn't take any while hustling past
media.
The team had a staff meeting
scheduled for noon.'McGwire will don
the uniform number 25 that the
Cardinals have not used since he retired
after the 2001 season.
The 46-year-old McGwire is returning
to baseball a little more than a month
after admitting he used steroids during
his time as baseball's home run king in
the late 1990s.

BASKETBALL

EMRE KELLY/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Marcus Jordan scored 18 points to lead the Knights to a 68-65 victory over Houston at the
UCF Arena on Tuesday night. With the win, UCF sweptthe season series over the Cougars.

Jordan's 18 leads UCF to win

I

RYAN BASS

GAME STATS

r

10

Sports Editor

WALL LEADS UKTO 81-75 OT
WIN OVER MISSISSIPPI STATE
STARKVILLE, Miss. - John Wall
scored 18 points, including five in
overtime, and came within two assists
of atriple-double to lead No. 2
Kentucky to an 81-75 victory over
Mississippi State on Tuesday night.
Wall's three-point play opened the
scoring in overtime, then he added two
free throws and blocked Dee Bost's
layup attempt with 36 seconds left to
push the Wildcats (25-1, 10-1
Southeastern Conference) to their sixth
straight win and snap a th'ree-game
losing streak to the Bulldogs (18-8, 6-.

Houston's Aubrey Coleman
got his points Tuesday night
against UCF, but his team didn't
get the win.
Coleman, who came into the
game as the nation's leading scorer averaging 25.6 points per game,
scored 26 points on 8-of-24 shooting, but failed to score the final
4:15 of the game en route to his
team falling 68-65 to the Knights
at the UCF Arena
Marcus Jordan, who led the
Knights (13-12, 5-6 in Conference
USA) with 18 points in the game,
guarded Coleman for the entire
contest and helped hold him
scoreless down the stetch.
"Coach just wanted me to get
up into him and make him take
tough and difficult shots;• Jordan
said "That's what I went out to do
and with my luck, he didn't make
them."
The Knights trailed the

AJ. Rompza had 10
assists Tuesday, one shy
of his career high

Watch post-game

press conference:
www.UCFNews.com

Cougars by as many as five with
18:48 left in the game, but that was
UCF's largest deficit in the game.
The Knights swept the season
series with the Cougars (13-12, 5-6
in C-USA), defeating them 78-71
on Jan. 20 and Tuesday night, for
the first time since joining,C-USA
in 2005. More importantly, the
Knights continued to claw their
way up the conference standings
with Houston and Saturday'~
opponent, Southern Miss, ahead
of them.
"This [win] is huge," said point
guard A.J. Rompza, who had 10
assists in the contest, one short of
his career high. "Those two teams,
Houston and Southern Miss, are
ahead of us. So we are looking to

gain
some
ground
Both teams
are
very
good, but like
I
coach stresses
to us, we have
to take one
game at a time.
"It's a seven
game season,
and we have
five games left
... so I am just
telling the guys to stick together."
Despite a strong effort from
Jordan and Rompza, the game still
came down to the final seconds.
With Houston trailing 68-65,

...

18
Marcus Jordan scored 18 points
against Houston, five points shy of his
career high of 23 which came against
the Cougars Jan.20.

33
The Knights held Aubrey Coleman,
the nation's leading scorer, to just
33 percent from the floor.

Coleman failed to drain
· the front end of a 1-and-l
from the free-throw line with 8.7
seconds left and Kelvin Lewis also
missed a pair of crucial free
throws down the stretch, forcing

,,

PLEASE SEE TEAM ON A9

5).

DeMarcus Cousins and Patrick
Patterson both scored 19 points. Wall
had 10 rebounds and eight assists.
Cousins had 14 rebounds.
Kentucky trailed 6H,O with 3
minutes left, but scored the final seven
points of regulation, the last two on
Patterson's 15-foot jumper that tied it
at 72.
Bost scored 22 points for Mississippi
State, which was without suspended
leading scorer Ravern Johnson.
The final minute of the game was
marred when fans in the student
section of a the record crowd of 10,788
threw bottles onto the court, almost
hitting official Mike Kitts and coming
close to Wall as he stood near the
Kentucky bench.
'We made plays. We made shots. We
made blocks. We did enough to win the
game and now we're going to get out
of here;' Kentucky coach John Calipari
said.
Mississippi State used a13-2 run to
take its biggest lead, 67-60, with 3
minutes left.Jarvis Varnado, one ofthe
nation's leading shot blockers, fouled
out midway through the run at 5:08,
but that didn't seem to slow down the
Bulldogs. They outscored the Wildcats
6-2 over the next 2minutes before
Kentucky clamped down.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

Ba·eball

UCF gears up for opener with media day
WILLIAM PERRY
Sports Editor

At UCF baseball's annual media as a team about Friday night,"
day Tuesday, head coach Terry Rooney said. "These· kids have
Rooney and the Knights met with been working extremely hard to
the media at Jay Bergman Field · put themselves in this position rm
to discuss Friday's start to the
so excited about this group:'
To go along with 14 returning
2010season
players for the 2010 season, UCF
"We're
landed 21 newcomers to claim the
certainly
No. 4 recruiting $ss in the counexcited try, and·Rooney fully expects those
newcomers to have an immediate

impact

SIERRA FORD / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

DJ. Hicks, Chris Duffy and Shane Brown are three of the 14 returners for the Knights in 2010. All
three are slated to be in the lineup for Friday's season opener against Savannah State at home.

The Knights' projected starting
lineup for Opening Day and the
team's three-game series vs. Savannah State will consist ofat least five
newcomers in the batting order as
well as three junior college transfers in the weekend rotat:J.on
The weekend rotation will look
like this for the Knights:
Friday's · starter: Owen Dew,
transfer from Seminole State Coi-

for videos from
UCF media day:
www.UCFNews.com

lege, Tallahassee
Saturday's starter: Johnny Sedlock, transfer from South Florida

cc

Sunday's starter: Nick Cicio,
transfer from CC of Baltimore
County Catonsville, Md

•

First-time, first-day starter
Junior College transfer Owen
Dew gets the ball Friday for not
only his first opening day start but
his first start at the Division-1 level
''You lmow, rm not going to lie,
I'm kind of nervous, making my
first collegiate start," Dew said.
PLEASESEE DEW ON

A10
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UCF wins first tourney since '00
KEVIN HALL
Contributing Writer

UCF ATHLETICS

Freshma.n Carolin Pinegger recorded a 69 in the final round of the Hurricane
Invitational to help the Knights pick up their first team title since 2002.

The UCF women's
golf team won the Hurricane Invitational in
Miami on Tuesday, the
team's first victory since
the 2002 UCF
Invitational
A pair of top-10 freshman finishers in Carolin
Pinegger and Valentina
Fontaine helped seal it for
the Knights after entering
the final ronnd in a tie for
third. Pinegger shot a
season low three-underpar 69 to finish in threeway tie for seventh that
also included Fontaine at
seven-over-par
223.
Pinegger's 69 was two
strokes better than any
other golfer in the field of
90 on Tuesday.
For Fontaine, it was
just more of the same as
her even-par 72 on

' I

Monday was her fifth
round of par or better in
just 12 collegiate rounds
and her seventh place
finish was her third top 10
in five events.
Junior Katie Detlefsen
also had a strong tournament as she posted her
second top-20 finish of
the year.
The team had to fight
back from being in ninth
place after the opening
ronnd, 15 strokes off ofthe
pace. First year head
coach Courtney Trimble
said the win was a total
team effort.
"I was disappointed
after the first day when
we were 15 strokes back,
but we knew that if we
played the way that we
are capable of playing
that we would be able to
move back up to the top,
and we did just that,"
Trimble said. "I am very

tournament going into the
final ronnd.
The Knights hope to
repeat as their next tournament will be their OWIL The
team hosts the UCF Challenge at the RedTail Golf
Club in Sorrento, Fla March
1-2.

proud of them, and excited
to see them earn this win as
a team."
UCF's total score of 30over-par 894, the secondbest tournament score in
UCF history, won the tournament by one stroke over
Georgia State, who led the

'

Team defense on Coleman crucial
FROM A8
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Houstpn into a desperation 3-pointer at the
buzzer, which fell short.
Head coach Kirk Speraw chose to foul Houston
in the final minutes, forcing them to take free
throws to beat the
Knights.
"I've played Houston
too many times where
they make some uncanny
3-point shots," Speraw
said. "I thought it was
going to be one of those
nights when we play good
defense on Aubrey Coleman on the very first possession and he banks one
in against good defense.
We wanted to foul, and we
even wanted to foul on the

possession with .09 [left
on the clock].
"I've been a guy who
doesn't· foul for a long
time, but against ;Houston
I tho~ght that was our best
course."
From the first two possessions, it appeared it
was going to be a backand-forth game.
Jordan nailed a 3-pointer from the left wing to
open the game followed
by Coleman's three that
banked off the backboard
UCF secured five offensive rebounds and reeled
off six nnanswered points
in the first halfto take a 148 lead with 15:29 left.
An Isaac Sosa 3-point
basket put UCF up 21-15
with 11:41 until the break,

but Houston battled back
over the next nine minutes
to take a 30-29 lead with
2:50 left in the first half.
Jordan ended the half the
way he began it,, nailing a
3-pointer to give the
·Knights a 33-32 lead going
into the break.
Coleman had 14 points
but was just 5 of :,..2 at the
break. It was a total team
defensive effort to contain
the Coleman in the game.
"For most of the night, I
think Marcus made it
tough on Aubrey to get
easy looks," Speraw said.
"Certainly, Coleman did
good a great job in transition and got to the foul line
in transition, but in the
halfcourt ... I think the
team defense made it hard

on Aubrey to get easy
looks. Certainly, you have
to credit the entire team,
but certainly Marcus for
his consistent effort there
defensively."
UCF scored jµst two
points through the first
1:28 of the second half, but
were able to battle and
fight off the scrappy
Cougars for the win. and
Jordan was pleased his
team swept the season
series from the Cougars.
"I think this game was
more important because
after the last win Aubrery
Coleman said the Houston
loss was an embarrassment," Jordan said. ''We
wanted to go out and
prove we were the better
team."

~
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Dew will get the ball on opening day for UCF
FROM

A8

"But once I get out on that
mound, it's all going to go
away. It's what I've done for
so long, that I can go out
there and pitch against
whomever. I'm excited ofthe
opportunity 1 have."
Dew is a pitcher who
doesn't walk many batters
and likes to change speeds
and hit his spots to · get

groundballs. He throws a
fastball (88-91 mph), slider
and a changeup.
. Last season, Dew threw
911 innings in 14 starts, picking up eight wins, four complete games and 81 strikeouts
and was drafted in the 33rd
round by the LA Angels in
the 2009 MLB Draft.

Retooled staff
In 2009, UCF's struggles

started and closed on the
mound
The Knights' pitching
staff had a combined earnedrun average of ahnost 7.5 last
season, ranking them 252 of
288 teams in the NCAA
To make sure those numbers
wouldn't
repeat,
Rooney made a conscious
taleffort to upgrade the
ent pool of the team's pitching staff because he felt

pitching was the No. I area
the team needed to
improve. 11 of the Knights'
21 newcomers are pitchers,
six of which came from
junior college.
"It doesn't matter what
level you're at, from high
school to the major
leagues," Rooney said ''If
you want to win, you've
got to pitch, and we needed to get better. I feel like
we've done that this year."

legs in the lineup
As a team, the Knights
stole just 24 bases last year,
but the additions of freshmen Ronnie Richardson
and Darnell Sweeney
promise to bring a whole
lot more speed on the base
paths.
"Those two . guys are
two of the fastest players
on our team, two of the
best base runners on our

team and two of the most
dynamic, highly-touted
recruits to show up on this
campus," Rooney said.
''That's a good place to
start there on the top and
the bottom [of the lineup]:'
But having speed on the
bases won't just give the
Knights more opportunities to swipe some bags, it
also promises to be
exceedingly beneficial for
the Knights' run produc- .
ers.
"They're going to be
able to steal a lot of bags
and get into scoring position without having to
move them over or hit the
ball by getting base hits,"
said Shane Brown, who
will hit in the middle of the
order. "So, for them to be
able to steal bags to get
into to position for us to
drive them in, that's big."

OPENING SERIES
POSITIONAL STARTERS:
C-BEAU TAYLOR
1B-JONATHAN GRIFFIN
2B -AUSTIN JOHNSON
3B - DEREK LUCCIANO
SS - DARNELL SWEENEY
CF - RONNIE RICHARDSON
LF- CHRIS DUFFY
RF -SHANE BROWN

STARTING ROTATION:
FRIDAY - OWEN DEW
SATURDAY -JOHNNY SEDLOCK
SUNDAY - NICK CICIO
QUOTABLE:
"IT DOESN'T MATTER WHAT
LEVEL YOU'RE AT, FROM HIGH
SCHOOL TO THE MAJOR
LEAGUES. IF YOU WANT OWIN,
YOU'VE GOTTO PITCH"
- HEAD COACH TERRY ROONEY

..

•
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Shortstop Darnell Sweeney will be one of three freshman to start for the Knights Friday against Savannah State.

Season Presented by:

~

S.
Wireless for AIL

· Or, anao Titans vs. o ton Blazers
Saturday, Feb~ 20 7:30 p.m. Amway Arena
Lacrosse is America's fastest growing sport and professional indoor lacrosse
takes it to a whole new level. Come witness the best lacrosse ·players in the
world compete in the fast-paced, high-scoring, hard-hitting action of the National
Lacrosse League. On Saturday night, the Orlando Titans -- Jed by former. University
of Syracuse All-American Casey Powell -- take on the Boston Blazers.
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Tales from the 2a.m. shift
BECKY JACKSON
Staff Writer

.

either going to Steak 'n
Shake or trying to order
from Taco Bell drivethrough on foot
When you wake up, it
may be tough to remember
what you spent $15 at Taco
Bell on, so you try to piece
together your night
If you don't remember,
at least the sober employees you interacted with do.

It's 1:50 am. on Saturday,
and Scoop just announced
last call. You're sweaty
from dancing and possibly
missing a friend or two, but
most importantly, you're
hungry.
If you've spent your
night at Scoop or Jake &
Micky's, there's just a quick
walk across the parking lot The Pita Pit
to The Pita Pit
Busiest nights: ThursIf Devaney's was your day-Saturday.
watering hole for the night,
Most popular item at 2
chances are your late-night a.m.: Chicken Souvlaki
grub joint of choice is
Manager says: "No mat-

ter how sexy you may think
you look early on in the
night, or how hard you
tried to look good, at 2 a.m.,
you're definitely not looking nearly as good as you
could." - Alex Bartlett,
manager

Wildest 2 a.m. stories of
2010: ·~ couple of weeks
ago, some· guy was drunk
and really mad, so he started kicking things. He
kicked the window next
door, and his whole leg
went through the window,
and it got stuck in there. I
PLEASE SEE

SERVERS ON A13

AMY SIMPSON / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The late-night workers at The Pita Pit, on the corner of Colonial Boulevard and
Alafaya Trail, get a heavy dose of business after Jake & Micky's last call.

•

Hot Tub stars talk
about their '80s days
CAMILLE THOMAS
StaffWriter

Before Craig Robinson was the deadpan,
apathetic warehouse worker on The Office, he
was a Morris Day-loving, high-top sporting
stereotypical '80s dude.
Hot Tub Time Machine, in theaters March
26, follows four friends' warp back in time - all
the way to the 1980s. Adam, played by John
Cusack, has recently broken up with his girlfriend. Rob Corddry's character, Lou, is a frat
boy past his prime looking to party. Craig
Robinson as Nick was just beaten senseless by
his wife and Clark Duke's Jacob is a reclusive
video gamer.
Robinson and Duke were able to put aside
their characters for a moment and reveal what
they were like in the '80s:

..

'
"

Craig Robinson: I was a huge Morris Day
and the Time fan. Huge, even in grammar
school, in like 8th grade. You remember them
autograph books? I patterned myself after Morris Day, and everybody had nicknames. My
nickname was Craig ~wesome' Robinson.

i

Clark Duke: Can you do the dance?
Robinson: Yes, I can. "Jungle Love"- I'm
doing it right now. That was one of my big '80s
kind of things. I also had the high-top fad that
you're going to see in the movie. I wasn't trying
to be Kid 'N Play, although I know Kid, he lives
in LA.
They also considered what they would do if
they could actually go back in time like in the
film:

•

Duke: I'd probably just go back and try to eat
at old restaurants in like LA in the '40s.
Robinson: I would go back to this girl I met
and un-meet her. I would stop myself. I saw her
and I pulled over to go talk to her, she was crossPHOTOS COUlnESY HOTTUBTIMEMACHINEMOVIE.COM
PLEASE SEE

ITWAS
•

BIGIN
THE'BOS

BILLBOARD #l'S:
'83:uEvery Breath you Take"by The Police
'84~'When Doves Cry"by Prince
'88~'Faith" by Gebrge Michael
'87:''Walk Like an Egyptian" by The Bangles
ACADEMY AWARD BEST PICTURES:
'84:Amadeus
'86:Pfatoon
'88:Rain Man
'89:Driving Miss Daisy

ERASING ON A12

VIDEO GAMES:
'81: Donkey Kong for the arcade
'85: Super Mario Bros. for the Nintendo
Entertainment System
'87: Final Fantasy for the NES

SPORTS CHAMPS:
'86 World Series: New York Mets (The Buckner
game)
'86 Super Bowl: Chicago Bears {The Super
Bowl Shuffle)
'80-'84:New York Islanders win four
consecutive Stanley Cup championships

VOTE FOR ORLANDO'S FINEST
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 24,AND WEDNESDAY, MARCH 3
IN FRONT OF THE STUDENT UNION
FILL OUT ABALWTWITH YOUR FAVORITE RESTAURANTS, BARS,CLUBS AND EVERYTHING ELSE
ORLANDO HAS TO OFFER. WINNERS ANNOUNCED MARCH 17.

All

Feb. 18, 2010 •

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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For Hollywood stars, it pays - quite well - to be typecast
Think slavery ended in
1865? Think again. Who
continues to run this
deplorable game?
Hollywood.
Hollywood sets the
tempting trap of fame,
riches, exposure and the
like, and unsuspecting upand-comers fall right into
it.

AUSTIN FOWLER
Columnist

What is their punishment? The same tired and
trite acting roles. I'm talking about none other than
the "dreaded" typecast
hell.
The thing is, actors
would have you believe
that typecasting is bad. But
the most successful actors
of our time are known for

doing the same thing
doesn't much matter. But
again and again, just
with typecasts, you can
repackaged.
be boring, minor and just
plain bad and still be
Let's take a look.
Julia Roberts: Need
ultra successful.
a southern belle with
Nicholas Cage: He
sass? Comedy drama
plays the same droll
filled with sass? Rags-to- character and has one
riches story filled with
facial expression: ugly.
sass? Julia Roberts is
His forehead does
your woman. Writers
most of the acting, and
have even anointed her
he kills it at the box
with her own scale. Most office. He has no probrecently, Bill Simmons
lem being a slave to the
wrote that in The Blind
game.
Side, Sandra Bullock sucThe saddest part of
cessfully out Julia
the game are those that
Roberts-ed Julia Roberts. are truly talented and are
Congratulations Julia,
trapped to one role.
you've been typecast.
Djimon Hounsou: He
Daniel Day Lewis:
is my favorite example of
Weird accent? Awesome this.
mustache? Cool hat?
For all of my readers
Suspenders and supreme · that are clueless, I'll help
butt-kicking?
you out: He's the guy
Daniel Day' Lewis has dating Kimora Lee Simmons.
rode this to multiple
By the way, while I'm
Oscars and Golden
Globes, and the critics
on that topic, what's that
seem to think he's break- flabby weird thing on
ing new ground every
her neck?
Anyways, Hounsou
time. Wrong. Same character, different movies.
has taken the slavery
With the above actors, type cast to a whole new
the catch is that we love
level.
What's his most
their characters. The fact
that they're typecast
famous role? Amistad.

What did he play? A
slave.
He followed this up
with a knockout performance in Gladiator.
As a slave.
In The Four Feathers,
he was captured and you
guessed it, enslaved.
In the Blood Diamond,
he gets kidnapped by
rebel forces who take
him to a forced labor
camp.
Shocked at this trend?
It gets crazier. In his
newest movie,
Shakespeare's The Tempest, he plays Caliban,
the monster-like slave.
That's five movies
with huge potential in
which Djimon plays a
slave.
His movies where he
attempted to venture
out? Biker Boyz and
Eragon.
.
Two total stinkers.
The moral c,f the
story.is that it pays to
sell out.
If it's wrong to capitalize and exploit a persona or role you dominate, then I don't want to
be right. ·

t.

Erasing '80s memories .,
FROM

A11

ing the street That cured
me of that, you know,
meeting people on _the
street. I would go back and
change that past, 'cause
my heart was hurting.

Qµestion: Out of all the
comedians out ther~. who
do you think is really
killing it today?
·

of the man! He came out
with Eastbound & Down
... it's really nice to see
because he's kind of taken
over in a quiet way.
Qµestion: Any funny
stories from the set?

Robinson: It wasn't on
set, but Clark was responsible for me getting my
door kicked in. Tell them
the story, Clark.

Duke: Danny McBride.
Robinson: Absolutely,
Danny McBride. He's kind

Duke: I was just knocking on Craig's door one
taj.ght ...

Robinson:

He

was

drunk!

Duke: I may have been
drinking, and I was knocking on Craig's door. And
one of the stunt guys had
definitely been drinking
and kicked Craig's door off
the hinges, off the frame.

'('

Robinson: Stunt people are crazy! We were
staying in this scary little
ski town that looked like
The Shining. So, now I've
got to sleep in the room
with no door.

March 12th - 14th
Orange Co.Coa..-eatio-a Cader
t!H,Ml*""11

U
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•'rO:: GEflRGEPEREZ

DICK GIOiDAHO • JIM c:Al.AFIORE • DAVE DORMAN •

AMANDA CONNER • ADAM HUGHES • FRANK OIO • PAUL . , •
MARY WOLFMAN • DON ROSA • GREG HORN • WEYJON .
PHIL NOTO • BARBARA KESEL • MllE MCKONE • GRAHAM
0LMER C0IPEL • CHRISllAN SI.ADE • ANDY SMRH • JIUY PAUIIO:"""!'!Ill::=r~.......___'."'111.a..

GREG I.AND• OOUGJWRRAY • BlllYTUCO • . , . _ SOVEi
.!'$: .
SERGIO WIELLO • JIM OIEUNG • BRWI ~RAMM..,,DAh P~
OIUCKDtXON • ROBHUNlER • JUSIINGRAY • TONYBEDARD..•.lifMmfNl ~ JtfJUSKO
ALVIN LEE • MIKE PERKINS • ERIC CANE1E • S1EPtlR PERRY • BRANDON PBERSON • MIKE CHOI
SONIA OBACI • NELSON DECAS1RO • DREW GERACI • DmER VINES • GEORGES.DNlY

·Mf!~IA Ollf!O'rO::

LEVAR BURTON • ROBm PlWDO

BROO 5PINER • lEA lHOMPSON .
JAMfS HONG • KEVIN SORBO
KRISJANNA LOKEN • JEREMY BULLOCH
CBAMI LBGH • MARJA DE ARAGON
WEN DUBIN • NIOIOIAS COURTNEY
NICHELL£ NICHOLS . ' RAYPARK
BILLY DEE WILLIAMS
CHUCK HUBER • NHL KAPLAN
RICHARD HATOI .• VIRGINIA HEY • ROB DEMAREST • PEIER IIAYIB • DAVE BARClAT

(

SONNY SIRAff • a.AUDIA WEU.S • DARREL GUILBEAU • DAVID ACORD • MATTHEW WOOD

VISIT OUR GAMING GROUP SiTE:
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TAX & ACCOUNTING SERVICES
Tax Form Processing LLC
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-

2400 N. Foc$yth

(4Q?)&sil336l·

32807-6445
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www.TaxformProcessing.com

$40
OFF Tax Prepantion!!
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Servers say drunk patrons prone to leave larger tips
FROM A11

walked out with it. I think
it had over $20 in tips in
it."

think that's how the police
found him. It was stuck in
the window long enough Taco Bell
for him to get arrested"
Busiest
nights:
- "Recently, this girl Wednesday, Friday and
came in one night, and her Saturday.
and a friend just passed
Most popular item at 2
out at a table for a long a.m.: Beefy 5-Layer Burritime - like 20 to 30 min- to.
utes. She gets up, and she
Manager says: "I've
goes to leave, but she's had kids ask for free food
wearing the really high because the line is so long.
stiletto high heels, so It's not our fault that
when she reaches for the somebody is ordering $40
door, she loses her bal- worth of food at 2 in the
ance and falls backward to morning."
Xavier
a table 10 or 12 feet away Otero, manager
from the door and knocks
Wtldest 2 a.m. stories
over the table and the of 2010: 'We've literally
chairs. We got it on video." had car accidents within
- "We had a guy steal the drive-through. Someour tip jar recently. Some one will start to move
guy was looking around, their car forward without
and when no one was pay- even realizing that the car
ing attention, he slipped it in front of them hasn't
under his sweatshirt and moved They'll hit the car

in front of them, and then
we have to call the cops. I
see a lot of kids get arrested"
- "I've had to call the
police at least three or
four times because of individuals who don't want to
leave the drive-through
window. I've had customers stay there for 10 to
20 minutes without even
noticing because they're
not conscious of time. but
they think that they need
more food or their order is
missing something. We'll
have customers behind
them get out of the car
and walk up to them
because they're taking so
long to move. We even
have kids try to yank open
the doors to the dining
room because they're· so
drunk and mad that the
line is long."
- 'We've had kids try

to drive behind the drivethrough menu sign to get
around the line of cars in
front of them, and then their
cars get stuck. I don't know
why they think they can
make it behind there."

Steak 'n Shake
Busiest night: Thursday.
Most popular item at 2
a.m.: Frisco Melt.
Manager says: "They
don't bother me when

they're drunk. They're more
fun, they're all laughing,
they're all having a good
time ... and they tip a lot better." - Amy Morrison,
manager
Wtldest 2 a.m. stories of
2010: 'We had a guy pee like
four times while he was sitting [at a booth]. There was
a huge puddle on the floor.
He was awake, but he just
kept peeing."
·
- "We had a guy at a

table by himself just lay a
$100 bill on the table and
then pass out until like 7
a.m. He ordered food, and it
just sat there. Other tables
started stealing his food, so I
moved his money off so no
one would take it."
- "There was a guy in
here last night, and I made
his food, and he handed me
a stack full of cash. I made
$40 in a tip because he was
that drunk."

.
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[p;A..YTONA BE'ACH

Perry's Ocean Edge Resort
2209 S. Atlantic Avenue
Daytona Beach, FL 32118
800-447-0002

•

www.pelrysoceanedge.com

El Caribe Resort &
Conference Center
2125 S. Atlantic Avenue
Daytona Beach, Fl 32118
866-663-4882

www.elcaribe.com

..

•

'

Phone Orders:

Online 8rd~rs:

811-221-7848
(call •-r 12-4,m)

titww.rild!ies-rimwear.cD111

Store Locations:
·1

Iasis at Sawgrass llills

. 281 Sawpass llWa Circle
~
Surisa,FL

(
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UCFbears
t of violations
Y

ou don't usually see
stances concerning
sports at UCF in the
opinions section of the
paper.
However, the NCAA'.s
decision last week; to place
UCF on probation for two
years was startling enough to
warrant extra attention.
We were not surprised
the NCAA reprimanded
UCF for its bad behavior. But
we were shocked to see how
severe the punishment was
in comparison to the one
bestowed upon the people
found guilty of committing
the actual violations.
Previous UCF employees
Ed Marynowitz and Steve
Rubio sent 209 improper
phone calls and about 100
improper text messages to
prospective football pfayers
and their parents prior to the
players signing letters of
intent.

The reason this is a major
violation is because that
communication gave UCF an
unfair recruiting advantage
against other schools.
·Many recruiting violations are discovered through
a self-reporting system that
neither utilized. Marynowitz
and Rubio did the damage
and left UCF without reporting it to the NCAA.
Their dishonest actions
that were then hidden were
rewarded with a tiny slap on
the wrist. Macynowitz, now
with Alabama, and Rubio,
now with Tennessee,
received only two-week suspensions.
The NCAA didn't think
either of them would commit
more recruiting violations.
We aren't sure how it
came to that conclusion,
because neither party reported themselves.
They just waited for UCF

officials to stumble upon the
phone records.
UCF officials discovered
and investigated both situations and provided more
than 100 pages documenting
the conduct to the NCAA.
UCF did the right thing
and now it is receiving punishment.
The school used the
honor system set in place
when they could have easily
brushed the offenses under
the table.
Although UCF will face
no on-field restrictions, it
will be dealing with more
NCAA oversight for two
years. UCF's Athletics also
has to deal with their reputation being tarnished for
actions outside of its direct
control.
The NCAA should review
its decision on UCF's case to
avoid punishing the wrong
people in the future.

Change tailgating
to tentpt fans -

.u

CF's decision to
change the tailgating
hours is alienating
some fans and community
members, which can reduce
its potential profits.
The university needs to
seriously reconsider its position on tailgating.
Schools with successful
football programs indude a
large fan base of people that
is not students, alUIIlila or
faculty. UCF needs to reach
out to these people in the
Orlando community to establish a larger fan base.
Constantly limiting and
changing the available hours
is confusing and annoying.
The process is already
deterring existing and future
fans.
In 2007 and 2008, UCF
allowed fans to begin tailgating at 7 a.m. For the 2009 season, the Gameday Planning
Committee reduced the tailgating hours. Under the new
restrictions, fans were not
allowed to set up until noon
for games starting at 6 p.m. or
later.
Last season, an average of
38,000 people came to home

ON UCFNEWS.COM

football games, and the
changes to tailgating irked
many fans. In an attempt to
ease frustrations, UCF
changed its tailgating hours
again for the seven home
games for the 2010 season.
Now, donors who park in
lots E3, E4 and E5 - near the
softball and baseball fields can begin tailgating at 8 a.m.
for games that start at or later
than 6 p.m. Although the
donors are allowed to set up
early, they can't drink until
tailgating on the oth-er lots
begins at noon.
We understand why UCF
is avoiding extending the tailgating hours throughout the
campus. It costs the university a lot of money to staff the
campus with the appropriate
officials for tailgating events.
UCF has not raised ticket
prices in four years and has
not increased Golden
Knights Club donation
requirements for two years. ·
The university is attempting
to offer its fans the most
amount 'of fun without
increasing the cost of the
process.
Unfortunately, the recent

changes are not good enough.
Fans are upset because they
feel that donors are getting
preferential-treatment. They
want to be included in the
early hours. In an article from
the Orlando Sentine~ UCF
said that it made the change
so students would be able to
tailgate in the Memory Mall
without getting up early.
But students want to get
up early to tailgate. Other
members of the community
might want to rise early to
partake in gameday festivities
too.
The ultimate goal of the
football program is to
increase the number of fans,
which would bring attention
and money to the university.
IfUCF wants to actively
work toward increasing the
amount ofpeople that attend
each game, then it needs to
make the process more inviting.
Regardless of what time
the game begins, UC_F should
allow all fans to begin tailgating at 8 a.m.
If the university does not,
then the decision could cost
them future fans and profits.
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The Future will-not
·endorse a candidate
you digest as a teader are
The intent ofthis colthe facts we present to
umn, summed up, is to
you, and you have the
announce that under my
ability to form your own
direction, the Central
personal endorsement
Florida Future will not be
endorsing a candidate for
with those facts.
There is so much of
the 2010 Student Government Association Presiour news hole that is
devoted to covering the
dential elections.
goings-on of SGA that it
A warning tQ those
is simply too much of a
who may be thinking
JEFF RILEY
that it is because we ·
Editor-in-Chief
risk for you, our readers,
don't like either candito think we carry a bias.
date this year: That is false.
Another reason for my decision
There is a long list of reasons
to end the Future's run at formal
endorsements was the advancewhy I have decided to take the
Future in this direction, and that is
ment of the clear line between
simply not one of thein. Reporters
what happens on the Opinions
from this newspaper have met with page of this newspaper and what
both tickets. Both have been
happens in the News section. One
respectful and willing to cooperate. needs to .stay very separate from
the ot;her.
This was not an easy decision to
Although the stances we present
make..Endorsing a candidate is
something of a time-honored tradi- on the page are indeed "Our
Stance," or the collective thought of
tion within the newspaper world,
the entire staff, the arguments are
spanning back to the days of musformulated and written by a single
kets and wooden teeth. It's almost
as ingrained in the world of print as editor who is not allowed to provide the News section of the paper
mastheads and typesets.
with content. This keeps everyLooking back, the Future has
thing in its own little world.
endorsed the candidate that would
Instead of us formally endorsing
go on to win the presidential seat
a candidate, we will be providing
three of the past four elections you with a 600-word statement
and that's only going back as far as
from each of the candidates in the
I can remember as a student at
Opinions section Monday. Both
UCF and someone invblved with
candidates have been contact~d
the Future. It is clear the weight
that an endorsement from the stuabout this, and they know the
dent newspaper can have in these
option awaits.them.
kind of elections.
This way, you will hear directly
As an opinions editor during the from their mouths what they say
spring of 2008, it was my job to
they have to offer you.
Also, if any individual, represenwrite the Future's endorsement, so
it's something that I have a sentitative of a groµp or RSO would like
to send us your endorseme:µt, we
mental attachment to as well.
However, I recognize that times
will run those as well.
I'm fine with using the Opinions
have ~ e d .
All it takes is a look at the most
page as a conduit for the thoughts
common complaint against th!;! cur- of others.
rent state of the media to underAnd to quash this argument
stand where the problem is: the
before it even has a chance to surperception ofbfas within reporting. face, this is not out of laziness
While we may have full faith in
either.
our ability to edit a newspaper and
Although I am only in charge of
also to endorse a candidate, we
the newspaper f01; a few more
understand that many of you quesmonths, it is my hope that my suction our ability to do this - and
cessor, as well as anyone else who
frankly the ability of the media as a
will continue managing the paper
whole to do this.
into the future, will continue this
So, to stop this problem comprecedent of not using the Future to
pletely, we can end the process of
endorse a candidate.
Thanks, and happy voting.
formally endorsing a candidate. All
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tainment to a whole new level.
-ANONYMOUS

Kosher cafe bound for Union

What brilliant and hardworking young
students. Gives one hope for our future that
They aren't Kosher. They say they are.
busy students would do this in their spare .
However, they are no longer endorsed by
time. It's too bad you didn't run a photo
any legit Rabbi
with all three of them in it!
- CINDY BEVIER,

-ANONYMOUS

ST PAUL, MINN.

•
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WHAT YOU ARE SAYING

NASA gets help from UCF .
students
·

•

/_

Since when does being Kosher take
"Rabbi endorsement''?? Being certified
Kosher means that the foods are kosher, the
food prep process is kosher, nothing is contaminated, etc. It has nothing to do with
Rabbis, only with the condition and quality
I think it's funny that Matthew Macar, a of the food based on certain standards. Go
"digital media major" prefers a physical
to the OU Web site, and they explain it
textbook which contains information that clearly: A Rabbi is NOT needed.
becomes obsolete so quickly in his chosen
-ANONYMOUS
field. I think he is displaying his "senior"
tendencies as most older people are
reluctant to part with the familiar formats
of the past. Perhaps digital media is not a
smart choice for him. The rest of us, however, look forward to carrying not only
our text books, novels, portfolios and the
It's so important to do something. This
entire World Wide Web anywhere we go. article helps me see that bit by bit, we work
The possibilities are endless, and I, for
together to make a difference. Great article!
one, can't wait for "digital media" to take
- DAN
information, communication and enter-

iPad shows potential for use
in classrooms
·

Alumna gives homemade
help to homeless

The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
lette~ to the editor should not exceed 300 words;we may edit for length. Submit them online
at ~Centra/FloridaFuture.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.

READER VIEWS

President's Day isn't
about convenience
During a casual conversation
with a UCF student, I was appalled
to hear that the university held
classes today, President's Day. I
learned this national holiday was
eliminated in favor of Martin Luther
King Day and because it ''was too
close to spring break."
This decision is evidence that
American history, culture and tradition are being "deconstructed" on
the altar of political correctness and inconvenience - at UCF.
When I was growing up, we paid
tnbute to George Washington, father

"'

of our country and Abraham Llncoln
with separate holidays. Without their·
enterprise, bravery, skill, sacrifice and
achievement, there would be no
United States of America, no Martin
Luther King, no President Obama
and no American dream
Presidents Washington and Lincoln are proof that in America, ordinary citizens can achieve extraordinary things and triumph over
adversity. Like Martin Luther King,
their legacy is great.
We do the present and future a
gi:eat disservice by not remembering these great leaders.

f

MARK A. BERNHARDT
MILITARY VETERAN, PROFESSIONAL EDUCATOR,
SMALL BUSINESS OWNtR, CONCERNED CITIZEN, "

~HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555

Online, phone, fax,
inperson:

By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

10 am. Fri. for Mon. issue
4 p.m. Wed. for Thurs. issue

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS
Monday - Friday
9 am. -5p.m.

407-447-4S5S • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

~ FOR RENT:
I
• ~ Apartments

CLASSIFICATIONS

PAYMENT METHODS
100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300

Rate
Help Wanted: General
C
HelpWanted:Part-fnne C
Help Wanted: Full-Time C
Business Opportunities B
For Rent Homes
B
For Rent Apartments
B
Roonwnates
A
Sublease
A
For Sale: Homes
B

RATES
Rate

325
350
375
400
500

ForSale:Automotive
For Sale: General
For Sale: Pets

B

Services

B

212.Cassel:lerTyCoroo
Al
rd,~. ftnesscmer:
Cooverient lxali:ln. $!m!ro
jerryjv,6@gnai.can

.

800 Miscellaneous

B
B
B

900 Wanted

ii

700 Worship

I~

Cdorial Pctile l..uxLly Aps
1 &2BecioomsFreeW/D,JX)OI,
filnesS CErdEI; p;!lias.
23'.Xl Eoon Ci: 407-679-al,1

9

FORSALE:

-·- -

Automotive

•

. -1,6 .

5
14- -~7-4

'

6520x107.

.

Bobca T30'.l Tr!d< Loa:ler; Qb.
Heat-Ai; 81 J-t), 18701-b.Js,
Gcxxl Cmft:11! Rock txJllan
pre $4500, cmt:d:
mlda22d@msn.com / 321-a210248.

,

Crutesyf-b&Nes:loo
12lrn&.m snit, CIMl ctMrg
recm1 reqied. Emai resune il:
CVl~@!d.aim
1re City of OviEm is tti"g
l.ifeg.Jards tr the Sunmer
Seas'.Jri
0/f:I 25 SJXllS avaiafje.$8_50,h-

Vstdt}obviecb.net.to ~

DISCOLMED PEf EXAMS AND
VACCINATIONS. ElmJ tis a:1112
ptedvmiaoonsSatudays. 112
pted ex;rns Tt.eWed Localed
bem:l R-oooeisi1 OviwJ.
407-366-7323 www.DrNoc:ny.net.
Passion Parties by Alegna
The Utimate Girfs l'-ight In

BASS & KEYBOARD
PLAYERS ... Join 24 yem- old
Singer, SongwritEr &
Frontma1, ROBBY BROWN,
who has sll!l'ed1he sll!gewi1h
liggest ranes In music!
BAND has LA Mai 1391!11181 ii,
CorporaleSponsor&
Dis1ltJulion. ~ wlll
i8hearse everings Sld break
In Oi1andoArea. ALL BAND
MEMBERS SHARE IN ON
ALL REVEMJE STREAMS!
Check-out Robt,y's myspaoe:

www.myspace.c:omf'lobbyBrowMJsic
SEN> BlO & PHOTO:
RollbyBrcwnMusi@aol.com
TOU'will not bE9n until this
sunvner.

lapasslondvacom
407-672-4781

We have an immecliale
need tr Aa::ru1ls Rec:eivai3
~ - Tus posim wt be
~ f o r Aa::ru1ls

acrg

with ctrer ao:xx.nirg fln:::oons
Sld1 as ~ r g aecit

IJ8'.yl11e!lls,rnocescmp-epE1T19
bai< dep:-sls. Serd rest.mes to
hr@ilteradex:s net

ARE YOU BILNGUAL?
Mm1y CMleroppor11rities
existforCll*lfied inlaprelers
aid llmslaors. Come allend
OU' introduclDry seminar for
just $40 Sld see If you have
what it takes. 407 677 4155

Cmµete 5-Daypoo~

from $189. A l ~ rdi.de
~ cru93 a-'d rdel.
www.ElitlaTiaStn.com
ln'.l-a57-0018

www.Jnterpreler-lralnlng.com

,,
Located Near Campus
407-679-2700
www.studentwork.com

HIRING

LIFEGUARDS -

8 needed, no experience

•

I
-----·····

-·-··+-···

····---···..-...

Thursday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

8

3

6

1 One 'might read
"Mom," for short
4 Care training
muscles
7 Old jet set jet,
briefly
10 "Cheers"
bartender
13 Green opening
14 Pained
expression
16 Trac II successor
17 H-1 in HI, e.g.:
Abbr.
18 Dye, usuatty
19 Docile
20 Do a cobbler's
woe!<
22 'In the
netheiwortd
24 Think the world of
25 POCket protector
contents
26 Clinton was one
27 Ginormous
29 Lets out, maybe
30 Same defensive
linemen
31 Storm part
32 Eggs, to Agrippa
33 Lions, on a
scoreboard
34 'Use bank
"protection"
36 Hist majms'
degrees
39 Allotment word
40 Call. dorm
overseers
41 1944 invasion city
4:; Like same bands
47 Super trendy
49 Hackneyed
50 Lairs
52 Sharp-crested
ridge
53 'Place where a
driver may be
required to stop
55 Cheshire Cat,
notably
56 Bat head?
57Wrapup
59 Savings plan far
later yrs,
60 Larger-lffe link
61 Do over
62 Indian bread
63 Part of CBS: Abbr.
64 Hi-_ graphics
65 Bean holder

By Damon J. Gulczynskl
66 Antiquity, once

DOWN
1 Cookout site
2 Responded to,
as a stoolie's tip
3 'Climber's
support
4Cancurs
6 Songwriter
Jacques
6 lnctte to pounce
(on)
7 Bun-making site
8 Tugs' burdens
9 Shore flier
10 Delayed
11 Large wardrobe
12 Star of "I'm No
Anger (1933)
15 Builder of tiny
ctties
16 Persistently
bothered
21 Love personified
23 Corporate rule ·
25 One treating
28 Number of
Sinbad's
voyages
29 Nautical "Hald it!"
32 Advanced exams
34 Australian exports
35Morelit
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46 Street boss?

48Ukemost
wheelchairaocessible
entrances
50 "Inferno" author
51 Reindeer
caretakers,
tradttionally
54 River dam
55 Explorer
Hemandode _
58 Thighs, at times

Place Classifieds

ONLINE
for as low as $5 an issue!

www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

Check out our Classifieds,
online and in print!

•

l8989l6S

.lil¥IGU!IW

•
BOO
-~ -timmit
• 824-5048c:::?.1
.....:c-,,_,,.. .. ,... •• __,.
www.ReservetheSu111m1t..com

SUMMER JOB
Summer Jobs
82400• Co-Ed Camp • Eight Weeks
Room and Board Included Get Paid to
Playl 1111 Rorlda Bies Youth camp (ffYC)
needs male and female SIID!Der Camp
Co111S8lors ages 18 and up. ffYC Is an
overnight camp located off of
Highway 460 In Umatilla, R.
TIie camp runs rrom Jlll8 14th-August 7th

Please contact Krys Ragland at
800-523-1873 ext 251 or

352-455-4287.

!)

members
37 Lawlessness
38 Ladies of Spain
41 lndianQilrb
42 Bettor's concern,
which can follow
each half of the
.answers to
starred clues
43 Ward-for-word
44 Either2 in 2+2
=4, in math

SERIOUS STI.OENT
Room for'rent in 42 home in quiet
Alafaya Woods rrin from UCF.
Phone, Cable, BroadJll1d. Must
like inrmls. Fenced Yard.
$45C)' ma. util not Incl
Call Zach 239-789-6241

••

0
3
S
'II

36 Lynx family

Tr:t, Call 954-6iHi011 or
e-mail princejwZ3@aol.com

•

n

Last issue solved

BEAlJTIRJL Furn 1/1 Apt.
aval 1D rent 1D a MSludent
$610mo. First mordh fl8e.
Rental is all lnclusllle. Covers
all anenities 1 mini.lie E1N8"f
from UCF campus on Alaaya

•

N
I
1
I
N
'!f

(tntrcu 1fodba 1utuft

necessary

We ore looking for personable teamplayers with positive, cooperative attitudes
and o dlgness to learn.. We cifer o
competitive hourly rote and free employee
meals.

s

.. ·······

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/

in the

Last room avai1 for demi, quiet
aid resp. senior or graduate
sludent In lnvnaculale ~ home
neerUCF. MmlyUJ98des.Amust
see! $400mo. + 1/3 ulil. Avlil.
asap. Call 4 0 7 - ~

Red 0-ass Certification and O'R
far the Professional Rescuer

POOLSIDE SERVERS-

•

tr8tu:len1s407~

l~

of poolside staff and events.

6 needed with current American

•

Bd:x:atT30'.l Trid< Loa:ler; Qb.
Heat-Ai; 81 J-t), 1870 1-bJs,
Gcxxl C-ordtioo! Rock botloo1
pre $4500, cmt:d:
mlda2al@msn.can /32Hl210248.

!lea A°,/fj.

HOSPITALITY INTERN 1 needed to assist in supervision

--

Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

'312/21..ocaed i1 OviEm
Lage-fErce:J ra:kya"cl. $95GITo
rdJ:les wk:!. AV<j_ i'bN. Di9xxrt

312 '*ms! new: ,w, floorrg,
pai1t, et. $85Qlro. lrd wk:!. UCF
ro.N! Stinent ciocou1I
avail.'ile. 4 0 7 ~

•

$}3

$19

ACROSS

Bt\RTB'JDERS WANTED.
$300 a day polenial.f\b

Ill •

$9

CROSSWORD

Reqied Cal 1-800-722-4791

~ cn1oo1ooms

RateC

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

Sh:Wer- f\b Elq:mrce

•

I ···

--

3 6

1

Lorg Travel OJSlon1 ~ cm
eJdla.st, pre $3,00) I haw 100
r;i:smailmeat to47g,a@msn.cc:m 4076419648

il $150 per day berg a Mysery

•

I

·1

l

·~-· .•.

--~

71

Ean Extra lv'oney
Stu:1en1s needoo ftSAf>. Ean LP

Elq:mrce Neres.<;ay. Trarrg
F'll:>l,'doo_ftg318+0KOO}OOS-

I

I.

······-·· ····+··

2Cnl Pdaris Raza- 00) RZR 4X4

-

7

:1

2

1-istai: Dislrn $595,tro. $200
sec. Hadw:xxl frs, waler rd. 1
person pis Cal 407-353-2613

e

1

CloM1rNin 111 a-,e rm. lake eo1a.

RateB
$}3

4 suldolku

16

I

Call 407..fi95--9610.

~

I

2

1 9

-

Room tr rert i1 a age 312.5
al u1ilies • eleclii::, waEt, caje,
nernet. a:ress- 8 rries from UCF.

$9
$6

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

A

Announcements

600 Travel'

3

twse. $3()0 per rrooh, i"dU'.les

UCF/NE ORLANOO

'

A
A

9
w

..

Rate A

First issue:
Each addl issue:

L8889165
•.fi,,,~1.f~

A16

Feb.18, 2010 • (tutnl :Jforiba 1utun

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

•

:Ii

'I* -.

•

PLUS $29.99
MONTHLY DUES
Excludes tax if any.

NO LONG-TERM
CONTRACT REQUIRED!

'LAI FITNESS ®
I

(

•
•
'

•

